
 

September 7, 2019 Board Meeting 

APPROVED BY BOARD OF DIRECTORS OCTOBER 12, 2019 
 

 

Attending: N. Princing, D. Zobel, M. Fore, J. Banner, R. Thwing, B. Bullard, D. Larue, M. Scott, J. Princing 

Excused: J. Olgaard, P. Nice 

Guests: S. Alexander  

CALL TO ORDER by Commodore Princing 8:03 
 
Review minutes from the August 10, 2019 board meeting for approval 

 

Motion to accept minutes of August 10, 2019 Board Meeting as presented 

By R. Thwing, D. Larue 

Unanimous vote in favor, motion passes. 
 
 
COMMODORE’S REPORT- Nancy Princing  
Things are running well.  September 21 event – racing awards and chili cook-off.  Make sure in the breeze that 
everyone knows that all are welcome to participate. 
 
New member applications – one for John Henry still on the Board – application for social membership. 
Signed for by Donna Zobel and Brenda Brugger. 
 

Motion to accept John and Mary Henry’s application for social membership, to be effective for 

the 2020 season, and will be billed with the rest of the membership in November. 

M. Scott, B. Bullard   

Unanimous vote in favor, motion passes. 

 
JLP send an email to John and Mary 
 
 
 
 
TREASURER’S REPORT- Donna Zobel 
 

Financial Report – see attached 
 
Financials are in good shape, similar to last year.  D. Zobel has to follow up on a couple of accounts 
receivable, including several of our Huron Yacht Club guests from Slammer Cup. 



Income statement – we are doing a good job keeping expenses down.   
 
House Minimum 
D. Zobel has the list of members who haven’t met their house minimum.  Several of these have come in 
and been unable to eat in the restaurant because of long wait or the kitchen running out of food.  
Question if we should bill these if they have tried but been unable to spend their minimum.  D. Zobel 
looking for advice from the Board on how to handle these.  Recommendation is to waive those.  Some 
concern about doing it on an individual basis.  D. Zobel will bill them out and will address any members 
who dispute the billing at the October meeting. 
 
Reviewed August disbursements.   

 

 
VICE COMMODORE’S REPORT- Jane Olgaard 
 

House Committee Report – see attached 
J. Banner has a member set to do the outside cleaning of the clubhouse as a work project, so we will not 
need to pursue hiring Magic Touch to do this. 

 
 
REAR COMMODORE’S REPORT- Jon Banner 
 

Docks and Grounds Committee Report – see attached 
D. Zobel – can we put one of the black mats that the kids are not using at the swingset at the top of the 
swim ladder?  Yes, that’s a good idea.  Note that we will have to remove the swim ladder at the end of the 
season to prevent ice damage. 
Discussion of numbering the docks. We need to replace the old and damaged tags on the new docks.  J. 
Banner plans to replace the tags and at the same time re-number the docks so that they are in more 
logical order.  Agreed that this is a good idea. 
Waiting on a quote from John Henry for repairs to the steel wall at the head of the main dock.  It will be a 
large enough amount that it will require membership approval.  John Henry comes recommended by FDS 
and knows how the FDS docks are attached.  
Need a little work on how we bill for overnight dockage.  As is, it’s a little tough to manage by the 
treasurer and rear commodore. 
Working on assembling a work party to pressure wash the exterior of the club, roof and garage for next 
Saturday, the 14th after J22 racing.  Question – is that a good time to spray for spiders? 

 
 
SECRETARY’S REPORT- Jennifer Princing 

 Secretary’s Report 

 Agenda for November General Membership Meeting 
Keys – look into getting two so there is no gap. 
Also consider making these dual use – key and membership card. 
Consider additional mechanisms to put on the outdoor showers?  Not recommended because we would have to 
reconfigure the doors.  We don’t think we’re having a significant problem with security  
 
-proposal on new membership type 
-standard report on harbor fund 
-proposal for how to spend the harbor renewal fund in 2020. 
-propose fleet captain position (new flag officer) and potential for two year flag officer positions 
-by-law updates 
Nancy has some more to send me by email 
 



 
 
UNFINISHED BUSINESS 

 Coast Guard Lease Renewal – J. Princing 
Spoke with Michelle Frieden at the USCG, still in review process.  Recommendation to continue following up as is. 
Remember that the USCG station here appreciated us supporting their community safety event. 
We should work to establish our partnership on this for next year and be sure that we get some positive publicity. 
Seth Thorson 362-4429, 231-330-0286 cell assistant chief at our station 
Barbara Derocher 362-9301 at Ascension 
 

 Summary of social member focus group – M. Scott 
We thought the social member focus group was very worthwhile.   Seems to be a misconception that the 
social members are key for supporting the restaurant through revenue.   Not much feedback that they wanted 
much more from the club than the access to the restaurant and bar that they have.  Many are interested in 
participating in work project.  General agreement that dues for social membership are too low.  We learned 
that some were not aware that they could be full members without a boat.   
Needed communication – to full members, a note reminding them of their option to bring a boat in the 
harbor.  Possible send to social – a mailing with the option to select social or full membership. 
Publish summary notes in these minutes. 
Possible – post our mission statement in the lobby. 
 

 

 Nominating committee update 
Working on it.  More complete report will be available next month 
 
JLP make sure to post the survey on the website and make everyone aware that is there.  Can we summarize 
actions we took as a result? 
 

 Mike Scott – has completed mapping of electrical circuits in the clubhouse, everywhere except the kitchen.   
Put stickers on the breaker panel to label the circuits.  One learning – the outlets on the front wall under the 
window are all on different circuits – these are the ones to use when we have a potluck, not the ones on the 
back wall of the dining room. Will print map up, laminate it and post near the breaker. 

 
NEW BUSINESS 

 Proposal to purchase new laptop and race scoring program – M. Scott 
 
Current racing program runs really slowly.  Not sure if it’s the software or the computer.  It sounds like we are 
not using the software we bought for the Opti regatta. 
Existing computer is quite old.  D. Zobel will run some clean-up software and see how it goes.   
Board supports purchase of new computer if needed. 

 

 Membership category proposals – Banner, Larue, Scott 

Jon proposal – see attached 

Raise initiation fee, it has not changed in >10 years.  We are undervaluing our club. 

Full member benefits – add the availability of winter storage to the document. 

Associate member proposal –  

Social member proposal.  $150 dues + $50 work project billed up front 



Sue Alexander – vision for associate membership to get members with skin in the game.  ½ initiation 

fee, full dues, work project, and minimum, day use of ramp or harbor.  No overnight dockage. 

 

How many of our full members do not have a boat in the harbor?  About a quarter of them. 

Donna proposal – if we agree that we need a new category of membership (associate), maybe make 

a proposal for that and not change anything else. 

Mike Scott proposal – see in notes from focus group. 

Eliminate social category, create associate that pays the same as full except for initiation fee.  Would 

have no voting, have work project and minimum.  Could go to full and bring a boat in after payment 

of initiation fee.   

Associate members should have some voting membership.  Social membership has evolved the 

expectation that social membership is acting as a supper club.  Recommends capping the number of 

social members and not accepting new ones. Another way to reduce the social membership is to 

require them to pay their membership by the due date and have them reapply for membership. 

M. Scott - Do we agree that we want to work toward eliminating the social category? 

The future of the kitchen is a key part of this discussion. 

Paul Nice proposal.  Supports Jon’s proposal.  Associate is an incentive for younger members.   

Larue proposal based on assumption that we won’t have a kitchen and we won’t have social 

members. 

Non-voting entry level membership.  Full privileges including a boat in the harbor, no voting, may 

remain in the category and not upgrade. 

Voting member.  Upgrade has to be approved by the board. 

Comment that it’s important that only full members should be able to have a dock. 

Future of social membership is strongly dependent on the future of the kitchen. 

Our kitchen is not serving our full members as the numbers of social members and their guests 

increase. 

Create Associate membership will aim toward a more cohesive group. 

Identify social members who will potentially have an issue with the elimination of the social 

membership and upgrade to associate.   

Consensus that we should have an associate membership 

Not yet consensus that they should pay initiation fee. 

Some feel that all members need a “skin in the game” and the initiation fee creates that ownership. 

Consideration for no initiation fee is to ease the transition from social to associate. 



Either propose eliminating the social membership or sundowning it.   

How do we encourage social members to move to associate without forcing it? 

Maybe a one year transition to eliminate social, including as we transition the food service away 

from regular kitchen. 

Need a concise presentation of whatever we propose that the members can understand. 

Consensus- 

Sundown social over one year, with no change to the terms of their membership 

Create associate membership category 

Increase full membership initiation to $1000 

We will not be accepting any new social members 

$1000/$500 and 1 / ½ vote.  Could state initiation is ½ for associate. 

 

Not Consensus- 

If/how much to bill associate members transferring from social initiation fee.  Maybe during the 

one year waive the initiation for associate – there is not agreement on this.  Is there a special 

circumstance for those that have been full in the past and dropped down? 

Should associate and full dues be the same? 

 

J. Banner to rework his proposal with a couple of options including the consensus items.  Do 

some financial analysis.   

 

Meeting adjourned at 10:53 

Recorded by Jennifer Princing, Secretary 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 Report 

from the Rear (Commodore) September 7th 2019 

 

Guest dockage has been an issue and a blessing. We are waiting on final revenue to determine the rates 

and the rules for 2020. The issue is simply getting payment for the guest dockage. This will continue to 

be an opportunity for the club. If we have a 5-night stay, that was 25% of the steel cost to rebuild 2 

docks and ramps). This keeps us out of the harbor fund  



 

The main dock estimate is in. It is expensive. Still waiting for the quote for the steel wall. This is the 

section to join the front wall and the well wall.  I have reached out to John Henry Jr. requesting this 

quote by Saturday’s meeting. 

 

The gravel had arrived for repairs to the sink hole at the main dock entrance. The work was handled by 

Kurt Princing and Mark Yahn. Thank you for your work. 

 

The last two South wall docks and ramps are to be completed this past Wednesday. Thank you to Mike 

Smith and all of the volunteers. The wood was sourced through Bernards in Hale. The product they sent 

looked to be very high quality. The steel was sourced through Alro Steel in Bay City. To save on delivery 

charges Chris Princing and I made two deliveries to the club. The delivery charge was going to be nearly 

as much as the steel. 

 

The wood chips have been put on hold. This was partially due to the wetness of the front lawn. The 

tractor would have left large tracks. We will reassess the need and the water level next Spring.  

 

I am currently looking for my replacement and bringing my suggestions to the nominating committee. 

 

I have a plan to re-number the docks. With the furthest dock on the South Wall being #1. I will share this 

plan with visual aids at the meeting (maybe even a short walk). Regardless of this new plan, we are in 

need of new # plates for the inside and outside of our docks. The last ones lasted 30 years. Awards & 

Sports has quoted us $390.50 for 88 new plastic signs. The agreement to obtain this discount is the will 

be completed over the winter for installation in the spring. I have obtained 2 additional quotes from 

online venders. Customsigns.com (printed) came in at $479.60 and Myengravedsigns.com (engraved) 

came in at $715.44. The quote from Awards & Sports is attached to my report. This will be a little bit 

added on to the 2020 Maintenance budget. 

 

Rack storage ideas are underway. Terry Monville has agreed to assist in both the planning and 

installation. The boats on the racks currently will need to be removed prior to docks out. This is 

scheduled for October 18th (remember this is a fluid date as safety is more important than docks).  

 

The Harbor Renewal Projects are still ahead of schedule. In just two years, We have completed the 

South Wall docks and ramps, 33% of the main pier has been replaced, and 4 fingers on that main pier 

have also been replaced. There is work ahead! I am confident in the club and it members to make it 

happen. 



 

 

 

Social Members meeting 

August 30, 2019 

Meeting open at 7:15pm 

Three Board members present: 

Mike Scott, Director, meeting facilitator 

Nancy Princing, Commodore 

Jennifer Princing, Secretary 

Four Social memberships represented: Lee Starling, Elaine and Wayne VanHartesveldt, Lee Cobb, Steve 

and Diane Ennes, Lori Fitting 

Following are notes taken, capturing the conversation.  At the end of the document, there is a shorter 

summary of the conversation. 

Why did you become a member? 

Starling.  Born and raised in Tawas, left, 25 yrs later built a cottage.  Neil a neighbor encouraged him to 

join.  As a young person, there was always a mystique about the club.  Seemed like people having a good 

time.  Have enjoyed being a social member for several years.  Re-acquainting with old acquaintances 

and meeting new people.  More than having a beer and eating.  Yacht club is an anchor part of this 

community.  The club is known throughout Saginaw Bay. 

Wayne VanHatesveld.  Have a sailboat, have had it in Port Sanilac for years, then looking for a change.  

Had some friends who came up to Tawas.  Moved boat to the condo marina.  Then found the club, 

seeing the J22s was appealing.  Wants to hang out with boaters. Good to be able to come out and have 

dinner and the bar.  Wayne is enjoying racing and the atmosphere.  Has lived up to expectations.  New 

members last year. 

Lori.  Was racing, up here every week and socializing.  Wanting to be able to pay her own bill.  Has been 

a social member for 14 years. 

Lee Cobb.  Wife and I about 2000 thinking about where to retire.  Living in DC and other places.  Trying 

to figure out if they could live in Tawas and have enough going on.  Looking for an interesting group of 

people to get to know.  Members since about 2002.  Has been a regular helper with regatta events.  

Splits time between here and DC.  Yacht Club is the decent restaurant in town. 

Steve Ennes.  Diane has been a surgeon in town for many years.  Joined along with several neighbors 

that live north of the club.  Needed food.  Haven’t been to a restaurant in town at all this summer. 

What made you decide on social instead of full membership? 



Ennes.  Don’t have a boat right now.  Unaware that you don’t have to have a boat to be a full member.  

Or that you don’t have to have a dock to be a full member.  Maybe as Diane retires, will think about a 

boat again. 

 

Lee Cobb.  Has boats in Virginia.  Haven’t had the urge to put a boat in here.  Talk about it from time to 

time, just haven’t done it. 

Wayne.  Because their boat is over at the condo marina, felt that social was the best option.  Could 

consider a J22 or bringing the other boat over in the future.  Pump out could be an incentive. 

Lee Starling.  Has a cottage on the bay and keep the boat on a lift there.  Things change – including right 

now the water levels are a problem.  Just last week lost a couple of sections of dock.  The ability to put a 

boat in occasionally is something he did not know was an option for full members.  Dinner dock is an 

important privilege as a social member.  They have used it several times and it is really, really important. 

Lori.  Social gives her flexibility to pursue opportunities elsewhere and not feel like she has to be here.  

Ends up here most of the time anyway because it feels like family.  Could change at retirement or 

before.  Volunteers for many work hours.  Doesn’t want to be a full member and get drafted onto the 

Board. 

Ennes – thought $200 minimum is very low. 

 

What does the club benefit from having social members? 

Lori- numbers.  Good to have a crowd here to socialize with.  Brings cash flow through the bar and 

dining room.  Don’t know how we could run the dining room without the numbers that the social 

members bring in.  It can be a gateway to full membership.  Lori probably wouldn’t have joined if full 

was the only option.  Feels she knows many of the full and social members.  A way to keep their foot in 

the door here if they are not local and want to be able to come in. 

Starling – Thinks of Lori – that she participates in so many activities.  To Lee, likes the flexibility to be 

able to help out with events.  Loved doing that, integrating into things like that.  Learned a lot 

volunteering for the Opti regatta.  The social members are a resource when we need help.  Not sure all 

of the social members see themselves that way.  Willing to do the job that nobody else wanted to do.  

Had a great time washing dishes with Jack Jacques.  Also helped with the project clearing the phragmites 

off the beach. 

Wayne – Not sure, seems like a natural thing to have social members.  What is the business case?  Adds 

revenue to the club.  There is the camaraderie and social aspect.  But if the numbers don’t work, and we 

want to have a club of boaters and sailors, not sure. 

Lee Cobb – Social members keep the club afloat from a bar and restaurant perspective.  It is a gateway.  

Lee brought Pat Henschel in, he has a boat at the State Dock, wanted to get to know us first, but a great 

potential full member. 

Steve and Diane – having a bunch of fun people around who like to spend their money here. 



 

What responsibilities come with the privilege of membership?  How do you give back to the club? 

 

Steve and Diane – bring a lot of people out as guests.   

Lee Cobb – Has tried to live out the full membership responsibilities and roles.  Has participated in 

events, helping out. 

Wayne and Elaine – Not sure, newer members.  Thinks that almost everyone would be happy to chip in.  

Come up on Friday, just weekend people.  Not here a lot. 

Starling – think in the context of not having barriers between categories.  Lots of learning from 

participating in events.   

Lori – here a lot, wants to take care of the place.  Volunteers whenever she can, helps people out with 

their boats.  Spends a lot of time in the club.  Feels good to be able to help out because this is a big 

family. 

Open forum for additional comments: 

Elaine – the sunsets.   

Lori – ask other social members, might get even more different answers.  We might want to ask some 

more.   

Elaine – in the kitchen – would like large tables to make reservations, so they can stagger the big tables. 

Wayne – Cristi taking reservations.  The board members become staff, and that’s not what they are here 

for.  Board members feel and obligation, and that is an issue. 

Lori – an idea, a standby team to step in if there needs a fill-in on a weekend night. 

Lee Cobb – the big picture, the history of the club was a handful of people who formed the club, big boat 

racing, who wanted a place to come out drinking.  Focus has moved away from the big boat racing.  We 

need a business plan.  Has introduced himself to people at the state docks with boats and invited them 

to come see the club – there are a lot of people who don’t even know we are here.  There are quite a 

few people keeping boats full time at the State Dock.  Need a statement of what we want to be. 

Elaine – I love it here – we don’t need to change much who we are. 

Open to raising the social dues, comment that the food is cheap. 

Elaine – there have been times when the kitchen has been too busy and they had to get up and leave.  

That has to be controlled, fixed. 

Starling – Have also walked out because it’s been too busy. That’s part of the charm of the place.  This 

isn’t fine dining, it’s a matter of expectations.  Doesn’t get upset. 

Heather, our bartender is great. 



 

Brief summary, prepared by J. Princing – open to edit by Mike and Nancy if you feel I’ve not captured 

it. 

The social members that we talked to: 

- Strongly value having the restaurant available on Friday and Saturday nights. 

- Feel that social membership contributes to the club by supporting the restaurant and bar 

financially, and by adding numbers to the group that enjoys the camaraderie of the club. 

- Believe that social membership can be a gateway to full membership. 

There was general agreement that the social members could/would/should pay more, either in dues or 

by requiring a minimum.  Individual comments included that social dues should double, and that $200 

minimum in the restaurant is low, and that the food is underpriced. 

Recognition that there are problems with the kitchen management, including slow service, running out 

of menu items, and board members having to do too much work to keep it running. 

The social members in this group have been regular participants and volunteers for events, including 

large regattas we have hosted, work parties, and social events.  Comments indicated that social 

members are a resource for this work, and that we maybe aren’t making the most of this, or not all 

social members are aware that they are welcome to contribute to the club in this way. 

Several of these social members have boats elsewhere, either here in Tawas or farther away.   

Several of these social members were not aware that they could be a full member without a boat in the 

harbor.  Correcting this misconception could be an easy action to take from this discussion. 

  



From: mjscott50 <mjscott50@gmail.com>  
Date: 9/3/19 8:19 AM (GMT-05:00)  
To: mjscott50 <mjscott50@gmail.com>  
Subject:  
 
Social Member meeting 

 

Social Members like connection with TBYC  

It has some prestige within the community. 

They like the restaurant and they perceive it to be a source of cash for the club 

 

They only have some awareness of the difficulties of running the restaurant 

 

They like the fellowship at the club on dining nights 

 

Some suggested having a business plan to grow the club socially others like it the way it is. 

 

There seems to be a push by local full members recruiting social members.  While their intentions are 

likely honorable their recruitment has been with the intention of adding more revenue for the 

restaurant.  This has not done what was intended, but rather create an impossible situation which cannot 

be managed by our current organization. 

 

Lots of ignorance on what the club's primary purpose is 

 

Think that their membership cost is too reasonable 

 

 

In lieu of the fact that TBYC was founded as a sailing (boating) club and not a social club: 

 

 

Because of the information provided and that the restaurant service is unsustainable, I suggest that the 

board move boldly to recommend to the membership a significantly different plan for the future. 

1.  Eliminate the social membership category 

 

2.  Create an Associate membership category which gives full member privileges to associates simply by 

upping their membership costs to equal the full member costs less the initiation fee.  If the associate 

member decides to have a boat in the harbor, they simply pay the full iniation fee and dock fee (no 

discount) and become a full member. 

 

3.  The associate member would be non-voting 

4.  The associate member would have the same work responsibilities as the full member. 

 

5.  If there is available dockage an Associate member may bring a boat into the harbor once during a 

season as determined by the Rear Commodore.  The daily guest rate would apply for the duration of their 

stay. 

 

6.  The restaurant will no longer be open as we know it.   There are no minimums as no one should be 

forced to spend their money on mediocre food and less than mediocre service.  The Vice Commodore 

and his or her committee plans all of the weekend meal events well in advance of our boating season and 

club volunteers are used to put on the meals or they are catered.  Reservations will be required for the 

meals and those who reserve and do not show up are billed for their meal(s).  This way the club will never 

mailto:mjscott50@gmail.com
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lose money on food service again. 

 

7.  I would expect that our membership numbers would decrease with this proposal, but with increased 

revenues from those that convert their membership and increased efficiency with our meal planning, and 

the elimination of kitchen and service staff related expenses our club will be in better financial shape. 

  



 


